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TIP-ROLLER
TAKING TIP-ROLLER TECHNOLOGY TO A NEW LEVEL
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A ROLLING ONE PASS CONCEPT

UNIQUE SAT SYSTEM

SPRING ACTIVE TRANSFER-SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC WEIGHT BALANCING

DON’T JUST ROLL - CULTIVATE, LEVEL AND CONSOLIDATE

. . . all in one pass! By switching to HE-VA rolls technology you will reduce your time and costs and improve 
effectiveness. HE-VA now offers a Spring-Board and a Spring-Board with slicing plates to turn their Rolls into an all 
round cultivator. Coupled with a wide choice of ring types this means you can specify the right machine to suit any type 
of land. Don’t just roll it - HE-VA roll it!

HE-VA SAT-System is designed is such a way that full weight transfer from the middle section to the centre suspended 
side sections is ensured at any time, without regard to the ring type, ring size and width of the Tip-Roller. Via HE-VA 
SAT-System the necessary weight from the strong main frame, wheels and folding mechanism is transferred to the  
side sections.

All 4.50 and 5.40m Tip-Rollers and
the 6.30m models with ring sizes
under 600mm are equipped with a
weight transfer system, consisting of
a folding cylinder and in the opposite 
end a spring with a telescope.

6.30m Tip-Roller with 600/620mm
roller rings, and all 7.30 and 8.20m 
Tip-Rollers are equipped with two 
folding cylinders with telescope in 
each cylinder end and a strong spring 
between the two cylinders.

All 9.50 and 10.20m Tip-Rollers are
equipped with double spring to 
ensure uniform weight distribution
across the full width of the rolls.

Rolls without HE-VA 
Automatic weight 
balancing tend to 
exert the highest 
ground pressure 
on the centre roller 
section. This roller 
section carries 
the weight of the 
drawbar, wheel frame 
and hydraulics as well 
as its own weight, far 
more than the two 
wing sections.

1. With a basic roller set up there   
 is no weight transfer and the   
 uneven weight distribution is   
 great as can be seen to the right.

2. Even with a basic sprung weight   
 transfer system the hinges at the  
 end of the centre section roller   
 negate much of the transfer effect.

3. The HE-VA SAT system is fully spring  
 loaded and has the outside roll   
 section attached with centre pivot  
 hinges, maximising the weight  
 transfer to give even weight   
 distribution across the full width of  
 the rolls.
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UNIQUE SAT SYSTEM

HE-VA TIP ROLLER ALL IN ONE ACTION

The main frame, wheels and drawbar of the 
Tip-Roller rests on the middle section  
(A). Via the SAT-system the necessary weight 
of the middle section is transferred to the side 
sections (B).

Rings are mounted on 
60mm axles for strength 
and long life. These axles 
run on 4 bolt bearings 
protected inside uprofile 
steel.

Support Bearing
The axle in the side sections 
of the 8.2m, 9.5m and
10.2m Tip-Rollers has a ball
bearing in the centre as an
additional support in order
to prevent a bending of
the axle.

3 Section Hinge
The folding mechanism has 
a deep wing link pivot with 
Teflon coated steel bushing 
top and bottom to provide 
strength for cultivation as 
well as rolling..

Contour following section

Stone trays are fitted as standard and the rolls are all 
hydraulically operated from the tractor seat using two 
double acting services. There is a choice of five ring types 
along with three ‘boards’ which can be fitted in front of the 
rolls for the additional cultivation action.

Real power in action - firming and levelling with clod 
busting or slicing, cultivating or combinations of both, 
on top of full width rolling action.

With this choice of combinations and working widths from 
4.5m to 10.2m, HE-VA rolls can meet the demands for 
improved efficiency regardless of farm size or soil conditions.

As the HE-VA wing sections are suspended from the central 
pivot the rolls can follow the most difficult contours. Deep 
hollows and undulations in the ground will often leave 
ordinary rollers hanging in mid air, achieving nothing.

HE-VA always give FULL width rolling power!
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CHOOSE YOUR CULTIVATION ACTION

CHOOSE YOUR RING PROFILE

This is where your cost savings start - work as you roll ... level, firm and crush clods, all in one pass.

Cultivate? Prepare a seedbed? Or conserve moisture - flexibility is the key.

Spring-Board is hydraulic operated and therefore the aggressiveness can be adjusted from the tractor currently, and the 
Spring-Board can be quickly and easily retracted for rolling at crops.

The spring mounted Spring-Board 
crushes clods and has an excellent 
levelling effect. The angle of the 
boards can be adjusted hydraulically, 
from the tractor seat to suit the land 
conditions on the day. Each spring is 
10mm x 80mm and gives wide
surface coverage with 150mm wide
hardened points.

The blades can work 
individually but the levelling 
effect is increased with
addition of the optional 
locking bars to convert the 
individual springs into a
complete ‘board’ for full 
width action.

HE-VA offer a helpful 
range of ring types.

All carefully designed to 
maximise the time proven 
qualities of traditional ring 
engineering but with some 
new developments created 
from customer demand and 
changing farming methods.

See back page for full ring 
configuration, specifications 
and weights.

Edge equipment can be 
mounted on the outer tines, 
preventing ridges between 
the individual pass.

Now the successful Spring-Board 
has been improved further with the 
addition of ‘knives’ to the spring-
loaded blade increasing the slicing 
and clod breaking effect on heavier 
ground. These blades can also be 
adjusted for angle of attack,
hydraulically as with the Spring-Board 
(left).

For Spring-Board we offer ”Easy 
change”quick change-system of 
wearing points incl. one set of 
flat wearing points and one set of 
slicing plates with 3 tines.

SPRING-BOARD

LOCKING SYSTEM EDGE EQUIPMENT

SPRING-BOARD - w/slicing plates EASY CHANGE

Cambridge Rings - standard 
450mm & 510mm 
(Standard with breaker ring)

Crosskill Ring 
485/530mm & 550/600mm

Cambridge Rings - standard 
510mm, 560mm & 620mm 
(Standard with breaker ring)

2D Corrugated Ring 
500mm, 550mm & 600mm

Cam Ring  
550mm

Star Ring 
450/500mm & 550/600mm
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FOLDS IN SECONDS - Simple, safe folding - what else do you expect from a HE-VA

SAFE TRANSPORT AND STORAGE

OPTIONS

FOLDING SEQUENCE 3 SECTION TIP-ROLLER

Rolls in 
transport 
position

The HE-VA 
rolls are ready 
to work

Swing the 
side section 
into  
working 
position

Tip the rolls 
forward until 
the cylinder 
bottoms

Tip the side 
sections
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Spindle-adjustable supporting leg is
standard on 4.50 - 8.20 m Tip-Rollers.
Hydraulic supporting leg is standard
on 9.50 and 10.20 m Tip-Rollers.

HE-VA 3 section rolls design supports
the side section horizontally in a
positive locking cradle reducing noise
when travelling.

Optional Tractor Wheel Eradicator for 
use on ploughing in front of Rolls fitted 
with Spring-Boards, lifts out the tractor 
wheelings.

Hydraulic 
brakes is 
available
for all HE-VA
Tip-Rollers.

Air brakes is
available for
all HE-VA 
Tip-Rollers.

In the completely folded position
the weight of the wings is carried
between the tractor and transport
wheels improving stability.

Mounting set allows HE-VA Multi-
Seeder to be fitted for seeding Oilseed
Rape, Stubble Turnips, Grass Seed and
other small seeds or Slug Pellets.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS - SPRING-BOARD WITH SLICING PLATES

WORTHING 
WIDTH MTR

WEIGHT KGS 
W/ 24”  

BREAKER RINGS

WEIGHT KGS 
LEVELLING 
BOARDS

NO. OF  
LEVELLING 

TINES

4.5m 2810 420 18

5.4m 3240 485 21

6.3m 4190 550 24

7.3m 4580 630 28

8.2m 5200 695 32

9.5m 6350 845 36

10.2m 6850 880 40
Hydraulic operated spring board in 
front of Crosskill rings

RING TYPE CAMBRIDGE CAM CROSSKILL 2D 
CORRUGATED

STAR

Working 
Width

Ring Size 450mm 510mm 
3 spokes

510mm 560mm 620 mm 
5 spokes

550mm 485-530mm / 
550-600mm

500, 550 & 
600mm 5 spokes

450/500mm
550/600mm

TIP-ROLLER

4.5m  
transport 
w. 2.22m

Weight Kg
rings

axle (mm)

2010
87
60

2160
87
60

2260
87
60

2540
87
60

2810
87
60

1480
30
60

1900 / 2460
45
60

1860/2050/2220
57
60

2100 / 2570
90
60

5.4m
transport  
w. 2.22m

Weight Kg
rings

axle (mm)

2220
105
60

2510
105
60

2680
105
60

3060
105
60

3220
105
60

1840
36
60

2350 / 3010
54
60

2300/2510/2730
69
60

2570 / 3140
108
60

6.3m
transport  
w. 2.45m

Weight Kg
rings

axle (mm)

2740
123
60

2950
123
60

3080
123
60

3670
123
60

*4190
123
60

2080
42
60

2700 / 3490
63
60

2640/3000/3360
78
60

3010 / 3870
126
60

Wheels: 10.0 / 75 X 15.3 - 10 ply *Wheels: 11.5 / 80 X 15.3 - 10 Ply
7.3m

Transport  
w. 2.45m

Weight Kg
rings

axle (mm)

3320
143
60

3730
143
60

3840
143
60

4430
143
60

4580
143
60

2710
48
60

3460 / 4380
73
60

3370/3580/3810
90
60

3810 / 4730
146
60

8.2m
Transport  
w. 2.45m

Weight Kg
rings

axle (mm)

3760
157
60

4050
157
60

4190
157
60

4700
157
60

5200
157
60

3110
55
60

3880 / 4900
81
60

3840/4100/4350
102
60

4280 / 5120
162
60

Wheels: 11.5 / 80 X 15.3 - 14 Ply
9.5m

Transport  
w. 2.45m

Weight Kg
rings

axle (mm)

-
-
-

-
-
-

5180
180
60

5770
180
60

6350
180
60

3870
63
60

4820 / 6020
95
60

4740/5030/5320
118
60

5230 / 6200
186
60

10.2m
Transport  
w. 2.45m

Weight Kg
rings

axle (mm)

-
-
-

-
-
-

5180
180
60

6220
196
60

6850
196
60

-
-
-

5120 / 6390
101
60

5020/5310/5650
126
60

5590 / 6640
202
60

Wheels: 400 / 60 x 15.5 - 14 Ply
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Phone 03 307 7445

239 Alford Forest Road, 
Ashburton 7700

www.euroagri.co.nz


